
 

SSNB & SSC Membership Fees 2020-2021 

 
 

SSC Membership 
Category 

Membership Definition (Webpage) 
2020-2021 
SSNB Rates 

2020-2021 
SSC Rates 

Notes 

Elite 

A skater who competes in International and/or Domestic 
sanctioned competitions i.e. SSC National Championships (Age 
Class, Junior, Senior), Canada Cups, North Americans, Canada 
Winter Games and Selection events in Canada. 

$60 $63 

Only for athletes that plan to skate one 
of the following competitions in that 
season (Age Class Championships, 
Canada Cups, Canada Winter Games) 

Competitive 
A skater who competes in any other SSC or Branch sanctioned 
competition. 

$40 $42 
Any skater regardless of age that plans 
to skate in an SSC or SSNB sanction 
meet  

Recreational 
A skater who is a member of a Canadian speed skating club 
who does not compete in a sanctioned event. 

$20 $21 
Any skater not in a L2S or L2SS 
group that does not plan on skating any 
SSC or SSNB sanctioned competitions 

Introductory 
A skater who participates in a Learn to Skate or Student 
program from 16 -23 weeks conducted by clubs to provide the 
participant with an introduction to speed skating. 

$6 $6.50 
Any skater in a L2S or L2SS group 
that does not plan on skating any SSC or 
SSNB sanction competitions 

Special Event 
A skater who participates in an individual sanctioned 
competition or special event. 

$1 $1 
Anyone who participates (as a skater) in 
one-off events (such as "Try it" events) 

Associate - Coach 
An individual who participates in the delivery of speed skating 
programs and identifies as In-training, Trained, or Certified in 
the NCCP coaching context. 

$6 $6.50 Anyone planning to Coach 

Associate - 
Official 

An individual who participates in the delivery of speed skating 
competitions and has completed a minimum of Level 1 training 
in a provincial, territorial, or national officials’ development 
program. 

$6 $6.50 
Anyone who plans on officiating a 
sanction SSC or SSNB competition 

Associate - 
Volunteer 

An individual who supports the delivery of activities for the 
betterment of speed skating in their community and beyond.  

$6 $6.50 
Any volunteer that does not fall under 
the above categories (board members) 

 

*NOTE: An individual can sign up for multiple memberships but will only play the highest listed fee for that season (Example: Registering as a Competitive 

skater, Coach, and volunteer would require a fee of $40 - SSNB and $42 - SSC). 

**NOTE: A membership can be upgraded throughout the season, in which case the individual will be required to pay the difference in membership fees. 

https://www.speedskating.ca/resources/Classes_members_skaters_supporters

